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time for learning. It described in a concise manner only
the major objectives of vocational training; these were
essential minima and each required development in
detail. Some of them will not be found in this paper. If
the volume of the present document appears large, it is
because it is more tentative and is offered like a menu
from which medical schools can choose.

Appendix 3

Members of the Working Party
N. Bentzen Denmark
R. B. Boelaert Belgium
P. S. Byrne United Kingdom
S. Haeussler Federal Republic of Germany
G. Heller Austria
J. P. Horder United Kingdom
S. Humerfelt Norway
Z. Jaksic Yugoslavia
J. D. E. Knox United Kingdom
B. S. Polak Netherlands
A. M. Reynolds France
M. Simunic Yugoslavia

M. Szatmari Hungary
J. C. van Es Netherlands
(I. Hugel 'German Democratic Republic' remains a
member, but was unable to contribute to this part of
our work.)

The terms used in each country represented in the
working party, equivalent to the English term 'general
practitioner':
Belgium Medecin de Famille/Huisarts
Denmark Alment Praktiserende Laege
France Medecin Gene'raliste
German Federal

Republic ArztfurAllgemeinmedizin
German Democratic

Republic FacharztfurAllgemeinmedizin
Hungary Altaidnos Orvos
Netherlands Huisarts
Norway Almenpractiker
Yugoslavia Lijecnik Opc'e Medicine
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Overseas doctors in general practice

A STUDY day for overseas doctors interested in
entering general practice, organized by the North

and West London Faculty, took place at the Royal
College of General Practitioners on 14 January 1978. It
was attended by 25 Asian doctors.

After a plenary session about the MRCGP examin-
ation, conducted by Dr Conrad Harris, the course was
divided into three groups. The first was led by Drs
Derek Coffman, William Styles, and Colin Lennard,
and discussed how to apply for a job and related
difficulties. The second group discussed personal and
professional problems with Drs Syed Gilani, of the
Overseas Doctors' Association, Jayantalal Thakkar,
and Conrad Harris. The third group looked at problems
of language and communication with Mr Derek
McLean, Senior Lecturer in Communication at Harrow
College of Technology and Art, Miss Alix Henley,
Specialist English Teacher to Asian factory workers,
and Dr Oliver Samuel. After lunch the groups moved on
to work with a different set of leaders so that all

attending had a chance to explore two subjects in depth;
this led to extremely lively discussion.
*Among the problems that were discussed were job

acceptance, language difficulties, cultural differences,
the difficulty of admitting that a problem existed which
should be tackled, and prejudice. Overseas doctors find
it hard to register their degrees with the General Medical
Council and have difficulty obtaining appropriate
hospital and general-practice jobs for training purposes.
Acquiring linguistic competence and comprehensible
speech, especially in view of the difference of intonation
of English spoken in Britain and in India, poses another
setback, added to which is the problem of learning to
cope with regional colloquialisms. Cultural differences
in both personal and professional ethics might prevent a
doctor from responding empathetically to a patient with
sexual or social problems. They also have to cope with
the pain of tolerating racial prejudice and the feeling of
isolation when such problems occur.
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